Szkolenie: PRINCE2® Agile
PRINCE2® Agile Practitioner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMA SZKOLENIA</th>
<th>MATERIAŁY SZKOLENIOWE</th>
<th>CENA</th>
<th>CZAS TRWANIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stacjonarne</td>
<td>Tradycyjne</td>
<td>2430 PLN NETTO*</td>
<td>3 dni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacjonarne</td>
<td>Cyfrowe</td>
<td>2430 PLN NETTO*</td>
<td>3 dni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OPCJE DODATKOWE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Općjê</th>
<th>CENA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Książka</td>
<td>360 PLN NETTO*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egzamin online w domu</td>
<td>80 PLN NETTO*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (+VAT zgodnie z obowiązującą stawką w dniu wystawienia faktury)

**LOKALIZACJE**

Kraków - ul. Tatarska 5, II piętro, godz. 9:00 - 16:00
Warszawa - ul. Bielska 17, godz. 9:00 - 16:00

**Cel szkolenia:**

**Szkolenie + egzamin w cenie**

PRINCE2 Agile® is the world's most complete agile project management solution, combining the flexibility and responsiveness of agile with the clearly defined framework of PRINCE2®. As with PRINCE2®, PRINCE2 Agile® can be applied to any type of project within any industry sector. PRINCE2 Agile® is an extension module tailored for forward-thinking organizations and individuals already benefiting from PRINCE2®. It provides further guidance on how to apply agile methods to the world's most recognized project management method. PRINCE2® Agile has been developed to help experienced PRINCE2® practitioners tailor management controls for agile development, while helping 'agilistas' understand PRINCE2® governance requirements.

Following the completion of the course delegates will be able to:

- Understand the basic concepts of common agile ways of working
- Understand the purpose and context for combining PRINCE2® and the agile way of working
- Be able to apply and evaluate the focus areas to a project in an agile context
- Be able to fix and flex the six aspects of a project in an agile context
- Be able to apply or tailor the PRINCE2® principles, themes, processes and management products to a project in an agile context
- To learn through the use of theory and practical exercises
- To prepare delegates for the PRINCE2 Agile® Practitioner exam
The course comprises a mixture of input sessions and group exercises. All delegates are encouraged to actively participate during the practical sessions to gain the full benefit during the training. During the course, delegates will undertake a number of mock examinations and gain feedback on the progress towards eventual success. To prepare effectively for the PRINCE2 Agile® Practitioner exam.

Target audience:

- Agile professionals, project managers and aspiring project managers who want to be able to combine PRINCE2® and Agile in the most effective way when using PRINCE2®, Agile behaviours, concepts, frameworks and techniques.
- Other key delivery team staff, including: product owners, Scrum Masters and developers.
- Business professionals with an interest in iterative and incremental project delivery through collaborative working.

Plan szkolenia:

- Describe the fundamental frameworks (Scrum, Kanban, Lean Startup), behaviours, concepts and techniques of common agile ways of working.
- Explain how PRINCE2 Agile® is used only in a project context, including the difference between projects and business as usual.
- Explain which agile ways of working are suitable for use with PRINCE2 Agile®.
- Recognize common perceptions of traditional methodology (e.g. waterfall, command and control, bureaucracy, detail up-front).
- Recognize the eight guidance points regarding PRINCE2 Agile®.
- Explain benefits (to organization, to projects, to programmers, to people, etc.) of combining PRINCE2® with agile.
- Describe the need to ‘blend and weave’ PRINCE2® with agile at all levels of a project (project direction, project management and product delivery).
- Use focus areas (the Agilometer, requirements, rich communication, frequent releases and contracts) and their key techniques to tailor PRINCE2® effectively.
- Evaluate the application of focus areas (the Agilometer, requirements, rich communication, frequent releases and contracts) and their key techniques to a project in an agile context.
- Set the tolerances for the six PRINCE2® aspects of a project in an agile context, taking into account the rationale behind the five targets.
- Evaluate the impact of the tolerances set for the six PRINCE2® aspects of a project in an agile context, taking into account the rationale for the five targets.
- Assess the level of maturity of a specific project environment with respect to agile.
- Apply PRINCE2® principles to meet the needs of a project, using a range of agile frameworks, behaviors, concepts and techniques.
- Evaluate how PRINCE2® principles can be applied to meet the needs of a project, including the use of a range of agile behaviors.
- Tailor PRINCE2® themes to meet the needs of a project using a range of agile frameworks.
behaviors, concepts and techniques

- Evaluate how PRINCE2® themes can be tailored to meet the needs of a project, using a range of agile frameworks, behaviors, concepts and techniques
- Tailor PRINCE2® processes to meet the needs of a project, (including the PRINCE2® journey when using agile) using a range of agile frameworks, behaviors, concepts and techniques
- Evaluate how PRINCE2® processes can be tailored to meet the needs of a project (including the PRINCE2® journey when using agile)
- Tailor PRINCE2® management products to meet the needs of a project using a range of agile frameworks, behaviors, concepts and techniques
- Evaluate how PRINCE2® management products can be tailored to meet the needs of a project
- Exam session.

Wymagania:

Participation in PRINCE2 Agile® Foundation course or adequate knowledge. And in case of taking the PRINCE2 Agile® Practitioner exam it is necessary to have already Foundation certification level PRINCE2 Agile® or PRINCE2® or any recognized PMP/CAPM/IPMA qualification.

Poziom trudności

Certyfikaty:

This course prepares for exam which is an optional part of the training and the completion leads to PRINCE2 Agile® Practitioner certification.

PRINCE2 Agile® Practitioner exam:

Prerequisites: PRINCE2 Agile® Foundation or PRINCE2® Foundation certification, or any recognized PMP/CAPM/IPMA qualification, more information https://www.axelos.com/certifications/prince2-agile/prince2-agile-practitioner-certification

It is multiple choice exam, 50 questions; Duration of exam is maximum 150 minutes; Accredited PRINCE2 Agile® Practitioner training is strongly recommended but is not a prerequisite; Exam is supervised; Open book exam (official PRINCE2 Agile® guide only). Pass Score is 60% which means correct answer at least 30 questions from 50.

Prowadzący:

Autoryzowany trener PEOPLECERT.
Informacje dodatkowe:

PRINCE2 Agile® are all registered trade marks of AXELOS Limited, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.

The Swirl logo™ is a trade mark of AXELOS Limited, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.